
About this course

• Lecturers

– Miklósi Á. (1x), Kubinyi E. (1x), Andics A. (1x), 
Pogány Á. (1x), Kosztolányi A. (1x), Pongrácz P. (6x)

• NO CLASS

– 23rd and 30th of October; 6th of November

• Structure of the lectures

– First 30 min – student presentations

– Then - lecture



Topics
Szept. 11. PÉTER Learning

Szept. 18. PÉTER Communication 1

Szept. 25. PÉTER Communication 2

Okt. 2. PÉTER Cooperation

Okt. 9. PÉTER Urbanisation/ opportunism

Okt. 16. PÉTER Abnormal behavior

Okt. 23. National holiday

Okt. 30. Autumn vacation

Nov. 6. Simply not good

Nov. 13. ANDRÁS Mating systems

Nov. 20. ÁKOS Individualism

Nov. 27. ATTILA Neuro-ethology

Dec. 4. ENIKŐ Ethology of aging

Dec. 11. ÁDÁM Genes, evolution, aggression



Students’ presentations

• Six students/ occassion

• 1. What is the topic for the NEXT lecture?

• 2. Find a scientific, peer-reviewed article on
Google Scholar in that topic
– Not older than three years

– Empirical (not review, or opinion)

• 3. Send the .pdf to Péter for approval

• 4. Prepare a 3-slide presentation of it
– Max. 5 min WITH questions



The ethology of learning
OR

Learning about learning

MSc 2018

Pongrácz Péter



Thorndike, Pavlov, Skinner
learning is ‚universal’ and ‚omnipotent’

• Comparative psychology
– Testing behavior in the laboratory it can be 

reliably measured (unlike early ethology field)

– Morgan (1894) rule of parsimony (one should
avoid assumptions about feelings and cognition as
explanations to animal behavior)

• Thorndike (1898) trial and error learning

• Pavlov (1927) conditioned reflex, associations

• Skinner operant conditioning



Behaviorism and ‚intellectual
continuity’

• Intellectual continuity (Thorndike 1911)
– Same basic principles behind each mind
– Based on the same basic learning mechanisms
– Between-species and between-age differences are due to

quantitative effects (number of neurons, speed, 
complexity, longevity)

– In case of humans, the complexity is so huge that can mask
the continuity

• Behaviorism: the making of ‚good science’
– One should investigate ONLY the stimulus and the elicited

response



Ethology – a real ‚Darwinian’ branch of 
science

• The first core hypothesis of ethology (Lorenz, 
Tinbergen, etc.)

• Alike other species-specific phenotypes, the
behavior of an animal was shaped by natural
selection
– behavior is one of the means of adaptation –

enhances survival

• Early ethology focused on species-specific, 
robust, inheritable, adaptive forms of behavior



Comparative psychology – a 
behaviorist approach

• „Give me a dozen infants, well-formed, and 
my own specified world to bring them up, and
I’ll guarantee to take any one at random and 
train him to become any kind of specialist I 
might select – doctor, lawyer, merchant, chief
and yes, even beggar man and thief, 
regardless of his talents, pecularities, 
tendencies, abilities, vocations, and race of his
ancestors.” (Watson, 1930)



Inherited or leant?
(„Nature versus nurture”)

• Tinbergen (1952) „…learning and many other
higher processes are secondary modifications of 
innate mechanisms (…) therefore a study of 
learning processes has to be preceded by a study
of the innate foundations of behavior”

• Lehrman (1953): Lorenz was wrong when
believed in the separability of learnt and 
inherited compnents of behavior
– Interaction of the two is the key ontogeny + 

environmental effects (‚learning’) = epigeny



A side note for the big debate…

• Most behaviorists/ comparative psychologists
focused on humans where the effect of 
learning seems to be overwhelming

• Modern ethology recognizes the synthesis of 
environmental and inherited factors behind the
adaptivity of behavior

• Genes inherited adaptation (on the level of the 
species/ population)

• Learning acquired adaptation (on the level of 
the individual)

What is the connection between these two?



‚Inherited’ =? Encoded by genes ?

• Inherited behavior learning is not necessary

– Uniform in the population (species)

– Complete (cannot be disrupted/ resumed)

• BUT! What if the uniformity is caused by an 
unvariable environmental effect?

• E.g. Ichneumonidae parazitoid wasps’ prey
choice



Early learning results in behaviors that
look like ‚inherited’ ones

• Filial imprinting

• 100% occurrence
among natural
circumstances

• High stereotypy

• Long-lasting effect

• Food preference



Wild rabbit food preference

• Newborns are weakly developed, live in
underground burrows

• Only source of nutrition: mother’s milk

• Abrupt weaning

• Available plantsmany are toxic

• Adaptation: learning of the mothernal diet
– In utero

– Through milk

– Through feces

LEARNING!
Phenotipically strong
resemblance to
inherited behaviors.



Inherited behaviors CAN BE MODIFIED by
learning!

• Food begging of seagull chicks (pecking towards
the parents’ beak)
– Tinbergen & Predeck (1950)  this is an inherited

pattern
– Hailman (1969)  can be modified by learning!
– Pecking gets more accurate by age
– Without learning it won’t become its final accuracy
– Beak stimulus must become more and more lifelike

+ development of 
the kill-bite in
juvenile Mustelids!



Inherited limitations against learning

• „The behavior of any species cannot
be adequately understood, predicted
or controlled without knowledge of 
its instinctive patterns, evolutionary
history, and ecological niche.” 
(Breland és Breland, 1961)

• Raccon and the piggy-bank

• Task: coin to the bank food reward

• Raccon ‚washes’ coin

• Cannot be inhibited by any further
reward



Genetically predisposed learning

• Basic principle for associative learning (conditioning)
– The ‚freedom’ of association
– By rewards/ punishments any reaction can be associated to

any stimulus
– With proper training any stimulus is equally good for eliciting

any reaction

• BUT! Seligman (1970)  not only the senses and motor 
capacity of an animal were shaped by evolution, but also its
‚associatiove apparatus’ 

• In a given ecological environment particular associations
will be more adaptive they develop easier
– Others will develop harder, or not at all



Genetic predispositions

Food avoidance in rats

• Two types of water
– Sweet taste

– Noise and flash

• Two types of punishment
– Electric shock (extrinsic)

– Nausea (intrinsic)

• No free association

• Only particular stimulus-
consequence pairs are
effective

Chick recognition

• Martins
– Nesting colonies (individual

nest-tunnels)

• Swallows
– Individual mud-nests

• (with time) martin parents
recognize their own chicks

• Swallows do not



Learning, adaptation, intelligence

• Scrub jay

• Kékszajkó 

• Pinyon jay

• Spotted nutcracker

Success in
caching
task

Success in
abstract
spatial memory

Success in
color
memory task

4.

2.

1.

3.

INTELLIGENCE?

Survival
depends
on cached
food



But WHAT is learning?

• Change in the probability of the occurrence of a 
behavior (it becomes more or less frequent)

• Why? As a consequence of ‚experience’

• And what is NOT learning? (although the
behavior changes)
– Neural change due to maturation/ ontogeny

– Exhaustion

– Sensory adaptation



Mechanisms of learning

Habituation

• Repeated stimulation response weaker
– Even in the simplest creatures

• NOT exhaustion! NOT sensory adaptation!
– Habituation-dishabituation paradigm

• E.g. dogs discriminate between barks

• ADAPTIVITY
– Too many POTENTIALLY important stimuli
– To avoid unnecessary reactions

• ’False’ alarm calls in monkeys

See also
sensitisation



Mechanisms of learning

Classical conditioning (associative l.)

• Conditioned stimulus (CS) PRECEEDS 
unconditioned stimulus (US)

• CS becomes a predictor of US

• ADAPTIVITY
– Blue gourami males fight for territory

– Light (CS) + sight of a rival (US) before actual meeting

– Those males won that received the stimuli in CS-US 
order

• They became aggressive (prepared) well before
meeting with the rival

+ kioltás



Mechanisms of learning

Association – operant conditioning

Consequences of own behavior

Pleasant/ unpleasant

Occurrence changes

more frequent/ less frequent

Why pleasant?
Causes GOOD (+)
Removes BAD (-)

Why unpleasant?
Removes GOOD (-)

Causes BAD (+)

‚punishment’‚reward’ Reinforcement

+ extinction, 
shaping



Mechanisms of learning
With NO classical reinforcement

• Latent learning
– Mice, screech owl and the room

– Mice that knew the room ahead, survived

– But WHAT did they learn AHEAD?

– And WHY?

• Eavesdropping
– Social evaluation

– As an ‚outsider’ (3rd party)

– Delayed adaptivity



Mechanisms of learning

Insight learning

• Successful behavior appears suddenly

• Animal did not rehearse the final form
of behavior

• Köhler’s (1927) chimps

– Sticks + banana

– Boxes + banana



Insight learning or not?

• Epstein (1984) trained his
pigeons to fragments of the
complex act
– Push the box to marked spot

– Hop to box for peck at banana

– After learning the two
fragments, pigeons showed
the full sequence

• So, instead of insight, is it
‚only’ putting together
already known partial
actions?

CUTE mini banana!



Insight learning
THINKING ANIMALS???

• Heinrich (1995) raven rope pulling

– Cca 30 steps complex sequence

– Many ravens so it at first attempt

– WILD ravens! 

– Modules do not occur in nature

• Thinkingmental representations



Social learning

• Individual learning can be disadvantageous

– Trial-and-error is dangerous sometimes

– Complex sequence is unlikely to be discovered

– Lack of motivation

• The effect / sight of a partner (demonstrator) 
may provide help to overcome these
disadvantages



Can be acquired from partners…

• Food preference

– Rat, rabbit

• Vocalization (singing, talking(!))

– Birds, human

• Problem solving

– New solution

• Chickadees and the milk bottle

– More effective performance

• Dog and the detour



The dilemma of imitation

• Any social learning leads to ‚mimicking’ on the
functional level

• This is misleading on the level of mechanism

• WHAT is the target of learning?
– ACTION of the demonstrator

• ‚true imitation’

– GOAL of the demonstrator’s action
• emulation

– ENVIRONMENT manipulated by the demonstrator
• enhancement



Disentangle imitation and enhancement

2-action test

• Rational imitation(Gergely et al., 2002)

– Lamp can be turned on with head or hand

– Demonstrator uses head always

– Hands are occupied or free



Disentangling imitation and emulation

ghost control

• The resulting behavior of the observer is very
similar

• But the target of learning is different

• Ghost control:

– The action ‚works’

– The demonstrator does not touches it

• Rats, pigeons and the joystick



Interaction between social and 
individual learning

• Detour task (Pongrácz et al., 
2001; 2003)

– Individual solution: slow and 
often unsuccessful

– After demonstration: quick
and successful soc. l.

– Direction of detour depends
on own experience
individual learning






